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User interface

Redesigned modern interface

Reference summary which puts critical information first

Redesigned easy search experience

Redesigned PDF viewer with annotation tools

Open references and groups in individual tabs

Web of Science integrations

Get Manuscript Matcher suggestions directly from Cite While You Write™ and desktop

Create a Citation Report from EndNote desktop with your Web of Science subscription

Share

Share your entire library with read-only or read-and-write access

Share your entire library with others

Activity feed with shared library member activity

Automation and full text management

Deduplication by DOI and/or PMCID

Automatically find and apply bulk reference updates

Imports PDF files found by EndNote Click 

Find full text with one click

Extraction of DOIs and other embedded metadata from imported PDFs

Auto-import of PDFs from a folder

Automatically create groups when importing folders and subfolders of PDFs

EndNote online

Cross-platform library syncing across desktop, online, and iPad

Unlimited storage space for full text and file attachment

Unlimited number of references in EndNote online

Cite

Hyperlinked in-text citations

Search across external databases

Customize citation styles

Comparison Sheet



To learn more about how a site-wide subscription to EndNote 20 can help researchers 
across your institution save time, stay organized, collaborate with colleagues, 
and get published, please contact your Clarivate account manager.

Contact sales: +1-888-418-1937 
Learn more at: endnote.com.
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About Clarivate 

Clarivate™ is a global leader in providing 
solutions to accelerate the lifecycle of 
innovation. Our bold mission is to help 
customers solve some of the world’s most 
complex problems by providing actionable 
information and insights that reduce the 
time from new ideas to life-changing 
inventions. Covering scientific and academic 
research, pharmaceutical, biotech and 
healthcare intelligence and intellectual 
property services, we help customers 
discover, protect and commercialize their 
inventions using our trusted subscription 
and technology-based solutions coupled 
with deep domain expertise. For more 
information, please visit clarivate.com.


